
Automate service appointments and reminders with an intelligent virtual assistant

P R O D U C T  S H E E T

AI-Powered Receptionist for Service 
Scheduling in Auto Dealerships

Our intelligent virtual assistant answers incoming service calls, assists with 
scheduling, and sends voice or text reminders to reduce no shows. Answer 
every call instead losing customers to busy signals and hold times!

Conversational AI for 
Service Scheduling

Leverage the power of conversational AI to answer 
incoming customer calls related to scheduling an 
appointment along with automatic text reminders to reduce 
no-shows. Out-of-the-box integrations with popular 
auto-dealer systems like Xtime and others means you can 
go-live in days once you choose your configurations.  

The artificial intelligence has been trained to understand 
dealership-specific language for common services like oil 
change, tire service, scheduled maintenance, repairs, and 
more. The conversation flow is configurable and can even 
allow customers to request shuttle service, loaner cars, 
rentals, or towing assistance.

Any calls unrelated to scheduling or rescheduling are 
transferred to your service desk. A nominal one-time setup 
fee and flat-rate pricing makes it easy to calculate your 
return on investment.
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Reduce no-shows and customers lost to 
busy signals and hold times
Request a demo           info@smartaction.com

Conversational AI. Less Hard.
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